
 
 
 

EXCLUSIVE KABUKI EXPERIENCE: UNMASKING TOKYO 
 

 
~ Overview ~ 
With Unmasking Tokyo, TOKI made a partnership with Palace Hotel to help you demystify the 
wellknown, but not always well-understood ancient stage tradition.  
You and a guest will sit down to a pre-performance lunch with a local Kabuki journalist and 
commentator who will introduce the stage art before the curtain is raised.  
The package includes tickets to a performance at the Kabukiza theater, a mecca for the art form, which 
recently reopened after a major restoration and 2 nights of accommodation for two. 
 
In addition, tours of the Kabuki-related shops in the surrounding area as well as a post-show, backstage 
meet-and-greet or even a dinner with members of the cast and crew can potentially be arranged, along 
with the opportunity to dress in a Kabuki costume. Additional fees may apply. 
 
Note: Performances are held at the famed Kabuki-za between the 1st and 25th of each month. 
Between the 26th and 30th, performances are held at alternative venues. 
 
The Unmasking Tokyo experience includes: 
• 2 nights of accommodation for two in the room or suite category of your choice* 
• Daily breakfast (Executive Suite and Chiyoda Suite bookings include Club Lounge access) 
• Chauffeured private transportation to & from the Kabuki theater 
• Kabuki journalist and commentator as your personal guide + an accompanying translator 
• Insights about Kabuki during a private lunch with your guide (and translator) 
• Guided tour of the Kabuki-za Theater and gallery 
• Two tickets to the day’s Kabuki performance 
 
 
Sample Itinerary (Approximate duration: 6-8.5 hours) 

1:00 - 1:30 pm  Meet your guide at Palace Hotel Tokyo and depart for the Kabuki-za theater 
1:30 - 3:00 pm  Lunch with your guide (and translator) and insights into the art of Kabuki 
3:00 - 4:00 pm  Tour of the Kabuki-za theater and gallery 
            4:00 pm   Start of Kabuki performance  

(*guests only – unaccompanied by your guide) 
(English translation service available via headphones provided by the theater.) 

 
 
Package price: Starts at JPY 458,000*  
For those who wish to forgo the exclusive access to a Kabuki expert, the Unmasking Tokyo experience 
is also offered in the company of a general, seasoned tour guide (for the private lunch and tour of the 
Kabuki-za). 
Unmasking Tokyo package price with a general guide: Starts at JPY 250,000* 
*Choice of accommodations include: Deluxe with Balcony, Grand Deluxe, Executive Suite or Chiyoda Suite 
*Executive Suite and Chiyoda Suite bookings include Club Lounge privileges. 
*Package rates are not inclusive of taxes and service charge 
*All packages rates are for double occupancy and are based on availability. Varying terms & conditions apply to each. 
*Additional fees and restrictions apply to additional occupants 


